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Two Nights of Heart Thumping Anisong & J-POP Entertainment with AGF x
ANISONIC

Singapore, 21 May 2018 - Happening at Asia GAME Festival (AGF) from 9-10 June from
7pm, the AGF x ANISONIC Concert is set to blow audiences away with an impressive lineup of popular anisong and J-Pop artistes playing over two nights!
GIRLFRIEND
The concert will be GIRLFRIEND’s first time performing overseas. Comprised of four
members – Sakika, Mina, Nagisa, and Mirei – GIRLFRIEND started their band activities in
2015 and graduated from the same Performance Arts School as popular rock band
SCANDAL. With an average age of only 17 between all four members, this up-and-coming
rock band not only writes their own songs, they do song covers of other artistes as well.
ASAKA
Hailing from Nagoya, Japan, ASAKA made her debut in 2016 with the release of her first
single, “Open your eyes“; the ending theme of the anime series Occultic;Nine. Her music
then proceeded to be featured in various anime series like A Centaur’s Life and Laid-Back
Camp. ASAKA is fluent in not only Japanese but English as well, having lived in Michigan
for a few years. This will be her first time performing in Singapore.
Underbar
Known for injecting his own twists as well as his colourful personality in his covers of
popular Vocaloid songs, the mysterious and highly entertaining Underbar will be performing
for the second time in Singapore under the ANISONIC banner. With a following of 156,000
on Youtube and 404,000 on Twitter, Underbar has also made a move into streaming games
on top of his musical activities.

PrizmaX
Popular idol group PrizmaX will be making an appearance in Singapore for the first time at
the AGF x ANISONIC Concert. Debuting in 2013, PrizmaX has amassed over 250,000
followers on their official Facebook channel. Their main vocalist Win Morisaki also recently
starred in Steven Spielberg’s highly popular movie, Ready Player One.
bless4
bless4 is a Japanese vocal and dance ensemble from the United States made up of 4 siblings –
AKASHI, KANASA, AKINO and AIKI. They have written and sung the opening and ending
songs for various popular series such as Kantai Collection and Amagi Brilliant Park. Their
song Kimi no Shinhwa~Aquarion dai ni shou has placed third in the Oricon Charts in
2012. Being brought up in States, bless4’s brand of music is diverse and well received even
outside of Japan.
BACK-ON
A popular rock band from Adachi, BACK-ON’s music aims to serve an “explosive” impact
to their listeners. Having started in 2002, BACK-ON is no stranger to the anisong scene and
has produced several hit songs for popular series such as Air Gear, Fairy Tail and Gundam
Build Fighters. BACK-ON has also received warm receptions when performing in the US,
Mexico, Europe and other parts of Asia.
For more information on the artistes as well as the concert schedule, click here!
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GIRLFRIEND is comprised of four members: (From left to right) Mina, Mirei, Sakika, and
Nagisa.

ASAKA has lent her voice to various popular anime series such as A Centaur’s Life and Laid-Back
Camp.

The AGF x ANISONIC Concert will be Underbar’s second time performing under the
ANISONIC banner.

PrizmaX is comprised of five members: (From left to right) Tsubasa Shimada, Yuki
Fukumoto, Win Morisaki, Daiki Shimizu and Tim Kurokawa.

bless4 is comprised of 4 members: (From Left to Right) AKASHI, KANASA, AIKI, AKINO.

BACK-ON is made up of two members: (From left to right) TEEDA and Kenji03.

About AGF
Asia GAME Festival (AGF), organized by Magika Pte Ltd, in partnership with the Singapore
Cybersports & Online Gaming Association (SCOGA) and CPL Digital Entertainment, will be
providing an all-rounded gamer experience on 9 & 10 June 2018, at Suntec Singapore
Convention & Exhibition Centre. AGF is different from all others as the festival is allinclusive with four related key entertainment components, namely: Gaming, Animation,
Music and Esports, that appeal to today’s upwardly mobile youths especially gaming fans and
enthusiasts as well as pop culture fans.
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